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“An american is not only the individual who may find on
these shores a companion in providential ideals however,
it is truly and only these providential ideals that define
an american! It is a pulse that resonates with the rhythm
of truth in people of all nations whose hearts beat with
the cadence of but one word! Freedom! It is then not only
for this union to champion so noble a cause but for all
to assert and ascend to the ideal of freedom, liberty and
justice! By doing so, we banish tyranny, in all its forms, to
the regime of failure!”
—Curtis Greco
“Greco’s words awaken us to the fact that with every ambivalent shrug of our shoulders (and with every free hand-out from the government) the noose tightens around
our neck and removes a cornerstone from our true personal and collective purpose...
We will have to ‘engage’ with our mind and spirit to keep it possible for us to ‘have
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.’ Every American should read this book!”
—TODD ZAUGG, Principal and Founder, Matrix Achievement Group, LLC,
Author, Warrior Sales Monk
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Curtis C. Greco | Santa Rosa, California
Curtis Greco draws on the wisdom of his favorite historical ﬁgures, including, of course,
Thomas Jeﬀerson. But at this critical point in our national history, his emphasis is less on
perfecting those ideals than on protecting them; or, even more bluntly, keeping them from being actively undermined. Greco’s concern that our present political and economic course is
leading our nation and its people away from its founding principles will resonate with anyone
who loves this country and wants to restore its promise.
Visit us at: www.theimperfectmessenger.com

